
Dvn8 2.0 Press Deck. 



If you’re reading this PDF, it means that we think your publication is kick ass, we’ve read 
all your articles, and we believe that coverage of our app would totally click with your 
audience.


Case in point? Gen Z and Millennial womxn are more into tarot, witchcraft, and astrology 
than ever before. Dvn8 (div•in•ate) transforms the digital tarot landscape with our 
revolutionary technology and makes spooky shit accessible.


So without further ado, here’s the 411…


➡Who we are. 

➡So, what is it? 

➡Why it’s pretty f’ing cool. 
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Who we are. 

➡ Koa Wood (he/him) is a practicing Buddhist (and certified Apple geek) with a passion for software 
programming. He’s always looking for ways to promote compassion, healing, and self-love — the antidote 
for societal chaos.


➡ Chandler Ford (she/they) is a tarot practitioner and artist. A content creator in the 
truest sense of the word, they enjoy making all types of things with precision accuracy. 
Her Libra sun, Aquarius moon, and Leo rising explain it all.


➡ Right Alignment, our software venture, is so named because our main goal is to 
promote self-reflection and elevated thinking. At the risk of sounding too woo-woo, we’re 
here to change the way the world sees themselves and others.
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So, what is it? 

➡ Dvn8 is a best-in-class tarot app with cutting-edge, energy-reading technology. We want to de-mystify 
divination for spiritually-curious individuals. Think Co-Star for tarot, but with a twist. (And yes, we totally made 
up the word divinate.)


➡ If you’re not familiar, tarot is way more than fortune-telling. It’s a way to turn off the noise and tune 
into your intuition. Originally based on traditional playing cards, tarot cards spark introspection by weaving 
a story about your personal journey. It can be a way to make sense of your world or simply an entertaining 
pastime.


➡ Dvn8 is sleek, spooky, and accurate. It was built entirely in Apple’s newest technologies, and it runs on 
iPhone and iPad with an Apple Watch component.


➡ We have 2k+ active users, over 5k downloads, and a 4.8/5 star rating with rave 
reviews — all after less than a year in the Apple App Store!
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Why it’s pretty f’ing cool. 
➡ No other tarot apps use anything close to our energy-reading technology. We created a proprietary algorithm that uses your 

energy to select the cards instead of a random number generator. Why is this important? In the world of spirituality and 
divination, feeling connected is vital. Random number generated readings can’t replicate the real deal. We do.


➡ All of our card descriptions feature gender-neutral language so that you can easily relate and focus on your truth.


➡ We believe in transparency, not tracking. We don’t collect user content or any data that’s linked to your identity. Your 
personal data is always private.


➡ We want to hype you up! Dvn8’s card descriptions are supportive and upbeat. The 
world is difficult enough without us piling on too.


➡ Dvn8 does more than just tarot. We also offer interpretations of the I Ching and 
Germanic runes. Both modalities are based on ancient oracles, which is 
pretty legit. And if you’re not familiar with one or the other, Dvn8 can provide an 
approachable introduction!


➡ We’re on track to add Spanish language integration within the next six months to 
expand our localization coverage. ¡Vamos a celebrar pronto!
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Preview. 
Download Dvn8 2.0 Beta Preview


➡ Requires iPhone iOS 15+

➡ Requires Apple TestFlight app

➡ Free Pro upgrade during beta period

➡ Beta retires April 19, 2023


Contact. 
Chandler Ford

support@rightalignment.co
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